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Knowledge of water vapor and carbon dioxide (CO2) fluxes in agricultural lands is crucial to
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estimate carbon and water cycles as well as to investigate global warming potentials. In this study,
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the continuous wavelet transform technique along with cross-wavelet and wavelet coherence
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methods was applied to characterize half-hourly CO2 flux (Fc) and water vapor (LE) flux data
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obtained with the eddy covariance technique in a summer maize field located in the North China
Plain. Our motivation was to highlight the multiple time scale properties and to exam the possible
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connections between the flux exchanges and the concurrent micro- meteorological variations.

Continuous wavelet transform

Results show that both Fc and LE could be characterized by the wavelet coefficients for the time

Cross-wavelet and wavelet

scale ranged from 60–110 days. Peaks of CO2 exchange were corresponded to the in-phase trough

coherence methods

points of water vapor flux exchange rates on the 110 day, 64 day and 32 day time scales. Intra-

Carbon and water vapor fluxes

seasonal oscillations in both water and CO2 flux exchanges were associated with the patterns of

Multiple time scales

photosynthetically active radiation, air temperature, vapor pressure deficient, and precipitation.
Our study also showed that wavelet transforms had prospect in making a physical explanation of
the temporal structure of the flux exchanges between the crop biosphere and atmosphere in
response to ambient variables. This study suggests that cross-wavelet analysis and wavelet
coherence could be powerful methods for probing the dynamical relationship between the flux
exchange and the dominant modes of climate variability.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1.

Introduction

Dynamic of water and carbon fluxes exchange between
vegetation biosphere and atmosphere is regulated by relevant
time scales of temporal variation in meteorological forcing
variables, such as wind, temperature and sunlight, and
coupled biological processes, such as photosynthesis, respiration and evaporation, range from fraction of seconds to years
(Kaimal et al., 1972; Anderson et al., 1986; Jarvis, 1995; Pielke et
al., 1998; Baldocchi et al., 2001). Such dynamic and temporal

variations of water and CO2 fluxes play an important role in the
long-term regional water balance, atmospheric boundary layer
stability, and climatic conditions (Smarakoon et al., 2000).
Exchange of energy and turbulent fluxes over the cropland
surface layer was intensive, especially at daytime. The equilibrium state of the unstable boundary layer (Kaimal and
Finnigan, 1994) was hardly reached because wind, temperature
and humidity profiles evolve continuously; internal gravity
waves grow and propagate and turbulence appears intermittent
and sporadically (Mahrt, 1998, 1999; Yagüe and Cano, 1994).
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Nevertheless, the magnitudes of interface flux exchange could
be obtained directly by the eddy covariance technique, which
provided an opportunity to study and extract signals of fixed
frequency from the time varying amplitude of the diurnal,
seasonal or annual oscillation embedded in time series of these
measurements. In this context, the detection of flux changes
with the methods for spectrally decomposing time series of
these records maybe interesting and necessary.
Fourier transform (FT) technique could be applied to
analyze the frequency spectrum of the signal and seek the
information on how much but not when (in time) the
particular frequency components exist (Stanisław, 2001).
Baldocchi et al. (2001) applied this method to examine the
properties of the power spectra of meteorological variables
and flux densities of CO2, water vapor and sensible heat over a
broad-leaved deciduous forest for the purpose of identification
of periodicities and the relative variance associated with
diurnal swings, seasonal effects such as drought, leaf-out and
leaf-fall and environmental factors. However, the use of the FT
technique for transforming real time signals into frequency
domain and viewing the frequency data in a power spectrum
does not provide information about the time at which peak
occurs or their duration in time (i.e., localization in time)
(Jubran et al., 1998). Thus, this approach may be only
appropriate for the stationary signals as the frequency content
of such signals does not change with time and all frequency
components exist all the time. Because of the limitations of
the FT technique, Baldocchi et al. (2001) recommended using
the wavelet transform technique for investigating the longterm records of mass and energy flux exchange and dissecting
the impacts of climatic events such as regional scale droughts
or prolonged cloudy periods across a net work of sites.
The wavelet transform technique, first introduced by Grossman and Morlet (1984), has been extensively used in various
fields including signal and image processing, meteorology,
oceanography, etc.(Grossman, 1985; Mallat, 1989; Daubechies,
1992; Lau and Weng, 1995; Foufoula-Georgiou and Kumar, 1995;
Torrence and Compo, 1998; Yan et al., 2001) in recent years. In
essence, the wavelet transform technique is based on Fourier
spectral analysis but with the adjustable frequency dependent
window functions, generally called mother wavelets, to provide
temporal/spatial resolution for non-stationary signals (Hwang
et al., 2003). This wavelet transform technique made it possible
to describe a time series in time-frequency terms, determine the
dominant modes of the signal as well as their time evolution
and detect short duration events in large series much easier.
Dynamics of carbon and water vapor fluxes exchange
between the atmosphere and the biosphere depend on complex
and non-liner interplays among physiological, ecological,
biochemical and edaphic factors as well as meteorological
conditions (Jarvis, 1995; Leuning et al., 1995). Their relationships
are explored generally by developing some kinds of biophysical
or empirical models. To do this, detailed processes of photosynthesis, respiration hydrological cycling, etc. are required to
be explicitly simulated and more realistic parameters such as
soil, vegetation characteristics, and surface resistance are
required to be specified (Unland et al., 1996; Arora, 2003).
However, what are the possible connections between the flux
exchanges and micro-meteorological variables in terms of
periods and whether are there some kinds of linkages in the

changes of variance and phase between them? Study on these
questions is very limited, especially with the use of the powerful
cross and coherence wavelet methods. Cross-wavelet analysis
and wavelet coherence are powerful methods for testing a
proposed linkage between two time series (Grinsted et al., 2004).
The former will expose the common power and relative phase in
time-frequency space of two time series and further, a measure
of wavelet coherence can find significant coherence even
though the common power is low, and show how confidence
levels against red noise backgrounds are calculated. Owing to
these unique characteristics, cross-wavelet and wavelet coherence analysis were employed in this study to identify and
describe temporal variability in seasonal water vapor and CO2
flux exchanges between the cropland and the atmosphere, and
to gain further insights into the dynamical relationship between
the seasonal fluxes and the dominant modes of climate
variability in the North China plain.
The objectives of this study were to: (1) provide a brief
introduction of the basic concept of wavelet analysis; (2) apply
the wavelet analysis technique to characterize CO2 and water
vapor fluxes in a summer maize field; and (3) to validate the
effectiveness of the wavelet analysis method.

2.

Data collection

Dataset used in this study came from the continuous measurements of CO2 and water vapor fluxes above a summer maize
field with the eddy covariance technique at Yucheng Comprehensive Experimental Station (36°57′N, 116°36′E, 20 m a.s.l) in
the North China Plain, which has a semi-humid and monsoon
climate. Mean annual precipitation, temperature, and global
solar radiation at this station over the past 30 years are 528 mm,
13.1 °C and 5225 MJ m− 2, respectively.
In this study, the growing season of the summer maize is
from the day of sowing [day of year (DOY165)] to harvest
(DOY275). Of 111 days for fluxes and meteorological measurements on a half-hourly base, the portion of missing data in
observed fluxes occupied 5.67% because of instrument maintenance, calibration, and rainfall. Unreasonable data for CO2
flux (Fc), latent heat flux (LE), and sensible heat flux (Hs)
accounted to 0.06%, 0.48% and 0.73%, respectively, after all
30 min raw data were assessed for anomalous turbulent
statistics and sensor malfunction (Hollinger et al., 1995;
Baldocchi et al., 1988). In filling missing data, we used the
strategies based on “look-up”-tables presented by Falge et al.
(2001) instead of regression or interpolation methods since
they constrained the shape of the functional relationship
between the dependent and independent variables, which
could lead to bias errors (Baldocchi et al., 2001).
Positive flux values represent the transfers of mass and
energy toward the surface (e.g., photosynthesis), whereas
negative values are considered away from the surface (e.g.,
respiration, latent heat flux) in the following discussion.

3.

Wavelet analysis

Wavelet transform (WT) can be thought of as a convolution of
a signal with an analysis window (mother wavelet) shifted in
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time and dilated by a scale parameter. The continuous wavelet
transform (CWT) of function f aL2 ðRÞ is defined as the sum
over all time of the real signal f(t) multiplied by the scaled
(stretched or compressed), shifted versions of the wavelet
function, ψ, as:
Z l
f ðtÞwa;b
⁎ ðtÞdt:
ð1Þ
WTa;b ¼
l

 
is the family obtained by translaWhere wa;b ðtÞ ¼ p1ﬃﬃﬃﬃ w tb
a
jaj
tions and dilations of the mother wavelet ψ(·), a is the scale
dilation parameter that determines the width of the wavelet, b
is the translation parameter corresponding to the position of
the wavelet, and ⁎ represents complex conjugate.
In this study, the simple and commonly used Mexican hat,
which gives a “measure” of the second derivative of the analyzed
signal (Liandrat and Moret-Bailly, 1990) was chosen as the
mother wavelet since it is a real function (some wavelets are
complex functions) and easy to be implemented (i.e., it is readily
available in many available software products). The expression
of the Mexican Hat function is given by (Daubechies, 1992):
wðtÞ ¼




 2
2
pﬃﬃﬃ p1=4 1  t2 et =2 :
3

ð2Þ

Eq. (2) is simply the second derivative of a Gaussian
function (Fig. 1). The sharp slope and oscillating characteristics of the function enable us to detect discontinuities in the
signal.
The spectral resolution of the wavelet transform is achieved
by selection of the wavelet size (or by dilating or contracting of
the chosen wavelet) and the temporal resolution follows from
the location of the wavelet relative to the signal. As contracted
(or dilated) version of the basis wavelet is adapted to the
frequency range, then the higher that range, the narrower is the
wavelet function, while for higher frequencies the time resolution improves (Issac et al., 2004). In wavelet coefficient maps
that reflect the correlation intensity between the signal at a
precise date (x-axis) and a wavelet at a definite scale (y-axis), it is
convenient to interpret the features of the temporal wavelet
transform. Positive/negative wavelet coefficients correspond to
partial greater/smaller fluxes values respectively whilst zero
wavelet coefficients indicate abrupt or abnormal points of fluxes
signals. The higher the absolute values of the wavelet coeffi-

cients are, the more significant fluctuation are found in the
temporal scales of the fluxes.
In addition, we used wavelet variance, calculated by the
contribution to the total energy distribution contained within
the signal at a specific scale, to find dominant scales
associated with the signal (Brunet and Collineau, 1995).
Z
EðaÞ ¼

þl

l

jWTða; bÞj db:
2

ð3Þ

Where the square of the absolute value of the wavelet
coefficients represents the variance and division by scale
converts it into a variance density.
Mean daytime measurement records, estimated by averaging 24 half-hourly values throughout the specific time
(07:00–19:00) were applied as sampling rates for wavelet
analysis. The fluxes signals around both ends were extended
with the one-dimensional symmetry stretch to weaken the
boundary effects. Mexican Hat analysis was performed by
Matlab v.6.5, with its Wavelet Toolbox.

4.
Cross-wavelet transform and
wavelet coherence
Cross-wavelet transform (XWT) is an extension of wavelet
transforms to examine relationships in time-frequency space
between two time series. Torrence and Compo (1998) defined
the cross-wavelet spectrum of two time series X and Y with
wavelet transform WX and WY as:
WXY ðs; tÞ ¼ WX ðs; tÞWY⁎ ðs; tÞ

ð4Þ

where ⁎ denotes complex conjugation. The phase angle of WXY
can be interpreted as the local relative phase between Xn and
Yn in time-frequency space. Statistical significance is estimated against a red noise model.
Unlike the cross-wavelet power which is a measure of the
common power, coherence is a measure of the intensity of the
covariance of the two series in time-frequency space. Torrence
and Webster (1999) defined the wavelet coherence (WTC) of
two time series as:
R2n ðsÞ ¼



jS s1 WnXY ðsÞ j2


jS s1 WnX ðsÞj2 d jS s1 WnY ðsÞj2

ð5Þ

where S is a smoothing operator. The scales in time and
frequency over which S is smoothing define the scales at
which the coherence measures the covariance. Smoothing
operator S might be defined as:
SðwÞ ¼ Sscale ðStime ðWn ðsÞÞÞ

ð6Þ

where Sscale denotes smoothing along the wavelet scale axis
and Stime smoothing in time.


j

s

j

s

Stime ðWÞ ¼

t2

Wn ðsÞ⁎c12s2



j

ð7Þ

s

j

Stime ðWÞ ¼ ðWn ðsÞ⁎c2 jð0:6sÞÞ

Fig. 1 – Mexican Hat function (one-dimensional).

n

ð8Þ

where c1 and c2 are normalization constants and S is the
rectangle function. The factor of 0.6 is the empirically
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determined scale de-correlation length for the Morlet wavelet
(Torrence and Compo, 1998). The statistical significance level
of the wavelet coherence is estimated using Monte Carlo
methods (Torrence and Webster, 1999; Jevrejeva et al., 2003).
For detailed information, refer to Grinsted et al. (2004).
Micro-meteorological variables, namely photosynthetically
active radiation (PAR), air temperature (T), vapor pressure
deficient (VPD) and precipitation, were selected. A MatLab
software package provided by Grinsted et al. (2004) was
applied to perform XWT and WTC analysis to explore
correlations between these variables and concurrent fluxes.

5.

Results

5.1.

Oscillation of flux signal with maize growth period

Fig. 2 showed the Mexican Hat wavelet transformation of the
CO2 (Fc) and water vapor (LE) fluxes based on the time scale
and the maize growing period. The contours on the figure
were the wavelet coefficients, representing the extent and
magnitude of the fluxes. Strong variations of the wavelet

coefficients or Fc were observed during the growing period for
the time scale ranged from 60–110 days. The positive wavelet
coefficients (or high fluxes) for Fc dominated prior to July 4
(DAS 20), then decreased and turned negative after July 24
(DAS 40), and finally became positive after September 20 (DAS
98). The DAS hereafter denotes the day after summer sowing.
An opposite variation pattern was true for the LE although
the variations of the wavelet coefficients for LE were more
complex as compared to those for Fc. That is, the negative
wavelet coefficients (or low fluxes) for LE dominated prior to
July 4 (DAS20), increased and became positive from July 24
(DAS40) to September 19(DAS98), then decreased to negative
thereafter. There were also some spots with the positive
and negative wavelet coefficients for LE during the time scale
of 8–32 days, one around July 29 (DAS 45) and the other from
September 2 to 7 (DAS 80–85).
Relative small oscillation with the negative wavelet
coefficients for LE at the time scale from 8 to 32 days occurred
during the growing periods from DAS 77–80 and from DAS 83–
85 due to the interruption of the rainfalls with the amounts of
14.9 and 24.7 mm, respectively. Large oscillation for LE was
found during DAS 86–95, which was the longest period without

Fig. 2 – Mexican Hat wavelet transform of surface fluxes in maize field at Yucheng Station: (a) CO2 flux (Fc) and (b) water vapor
flux (LE).
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rainfall. Since there was sufficient soil water stored in the
preceded wet days, the LE increased and the wavelet
coefficients became positive during DAS 86–95 due to the
high water requirement for potential evapotranspiration by
maize at this peak growth stage.
It should be pointed out that a relatively large oscillation of
the LE around DAS 45 was found although a continual rainfall
from DAS 44 to 52 occurred. This happened because of the
large missing data gaps, resulting in instrument failures
during the rainfall and in errors caused by the values
estimated by the gap-filling methods.
Fig. 3 showed a scalogram of daily water vapor and CO2
fluxes exchange, where wavelet variance could be estimated
as the integration of the scalogram over time for given scales.
Therefore, the wavelet variance was a function of time scale
that showed the relative intensities of a time series at different
time scales. It could seen that the wavelet variance for both
water vapor and CO2 fluxes signals increased with the time
scale, maximized at about 119 and 111 days after the sown of
the maize, respectively. That is, major periods of time for
water vapor and CO2 fluxes throughout the entire growth
period of the summer maize were 119 and 111 days after the
crop sowing respectively, in which fluxes signals had the
strongest power.

Fig. 4 – Mexican Hat wavelet transform with different time
scales: a) CO2 flux; b) water vapor flux (solid line: 32d; dot line:
64d; dash line:110d).

5.2.

Oscillation of flux signal with different time scales

By utilizing Mexican Hat wavelet transform, the possible
oscillations of water and CO2 flux signals at four levels of

Fig. 3 – The Mexican Hat wavelet variance for water vapor flux
(a) and CO2 flux (b).

Fig. 5 – Evolution of leaf area index (LAI) for the summer
maize.
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time scale (16 days, 32 days, 64 days and 110 days) were
identified, which provided an opportunity to detect the
dominant modes of the flux signals as well as their time

evolution. A “U” shape of CO2 flux along with a trough ranged
from DAS37–DAS85 and two peaks on both ends was
observed for the time scales of 64d and 110d (Fig. 4a), while

Fig. 6 – (a–c) Cross-wavelet transform (XWT) of the standardized CO2 fluxes (Fc ) and environmental variables over the maize field.
(d–f). Cross-wavelet transform (XWT) of the standardized water vapor fluxes (LE) and environmental variables over the maize field.
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Fig. 6 (continued).

an inverted “U” shape of water vapor flux signal was found at
the same time scale (Fig. 4b). Oscillations of fluxes in shorter
time scales (32 days and 16 days) were more complex with
several shallow “U” or inverted “U” shapes, which indicated

that the flux signals fluctuated more frequently and weakly
than those of longer time scales.
Fig. 5 showed that the leaf area index (LAI) increased
sharply from DAS20 to DAS55, reached its maximum around
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the heading-spinning stage (DAS55-65), and then decreased
dramatically during the ripen stage (DAS85). This fieldmeasured pattern was coherent with the variations of wavelet

coefficients for CO2 and water fluxes in 110 days, which
indicated that season-long trends in CO2 and water vapor
exchanges were primarily regulated by the shift of the LAI.

Fig. 7 – (a–c) Wavelet coherence (WTC) of the standardized CO2 flux (Fc) and environmental variables over the maize field.
(d–f). Wavelet coherence (WTC) of the standardized water vapor flux (LE) and environmental variables over the maize field.
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Fig. 7 (continued).

5.3.

Cross-wavelet and wavelet coherence analysis

Cross-wavelet transform scalograms, wavelet coherence for
fluxes vs. PAR, T, VPD, and rain were plotted separately for the

entire growth period of the summer maize (Fig. 6). The 5%
significance level against red noise was shown as a thick
contour, and the relative phase relationship was depicted as
arrows (with in-phase pointing right, anti-phase pointing left,
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Fig. 8 – Cross-wavelet transform (XWT) of the standardized CO2 flux and precipitation over the maize field.

and one set of data leading another by 90 pointing straight
down).
Fig. 6a was the cross-wavelet transform scalograms of the
standardized CO2 flux and PAR time series, in which a significant
common power existed in 1–2-day band around 40–70 DAS and
in 7-day band from 60 to 70 DAS. High common power and antiphase arrows could be found in 2–4-day band around 40–50 DAS,
1–2-day band around 55–65 DAS and 2–4-day band around 70–80
DAS in Fig. 6b. Common features in cross-wavelet transform
scalograms of the standardized CO2 flux and VPD time series
(Fig. 6c) were similar to those in Fig. 6a except that the latter had
an additional significant peak in the 7-day band.
The squared wavelet coherence of CO2 flux in Fig. 7a–c
demonstrated that more regions (around 30–90 DAS) were
prominent and were significant at N95% confidence level.
However, the phase relations within these regions between Fc
and micro-meteorological variables were stable, with antiphase arrows.

The cross-power spectra results of water vapor flux (Fig. 6d)
showed a significant common power in the 3–4-day band in
the vicinity of 20 DAS as well as 1–4-day band and 8-day band
around 40–65 DAS. Fig. 6e revealed that regions (in the 3–4-day
band around 20 DAS, 2–5-day band during 25–50 DAS, 1–2-day
band during 55–60 DAS and 2–3 days during 75–80 DAS) were
prominent and were significant. The significant cross-power
spectra in Fig. 6f were almost the same as those in Fig. 6e.
Fig. 7 (d–f) showed the separately plotted coherence and
phase of water vapor flux. A larger section stood out as being
significant and all these areas showed an in-phase relationship between LE and PAR, T and VPD. There were common
features in the wavelet power of the two time series such as
the significant peak in the 1–2-day band and 8 days around 40–
60 DAS.
Since positive turbulent fluxes indicated mass and energy
transfer from the surface to the atmosphere, the negative
phase relationship between Fc and meteorological variables

Fig. 9 – Cross-wavelet transform (XWT) of water vapor fluxes (LE) and daily precipitation over the maize field.
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Fig. 10 – Wavelet coherence (WTC) of CO2 flux and precipitation.

revealed that strong CO2 absorption was usually associated
with moderately high photosynthetically active radiation, air
temperature and vapor pressure deficient when crop was in its
exuberance period. Similarly, the negative phase relationship
between Fc and meteorological variables demonstrated that
high water transfer efficiency occurred under the influences of
micro- meteorological driving forces.
Cross-analyses were performed between fluxes signal and
rainfall to investigate the response of the crop field-atmosphere water vapor and CO2 exchange to rain events in
addition. The cross-power spectra results revealed significant
common power in 2–3-day band around 70–80 DAS and 40–
45 days (Fig. 8). Another high common power was found in 7day band near the vicinity of 60 DAS. The observed significant
common power in Fig. 9 was 2–5-day band around 40–65 DAS,
2–3-day band around 70–80 DAS and 7-day band around 60
DAS. However, the phase changes in these regions in Fig. 8 with
the significant wavelet power showed ambiguous or opposite

changing patterns as compared with those in Fig. 6(a–c). In Fig.
8, the phase changes in the regions that were significant at 95%
confidence level were dominated by the in-phase relations,
while in Fig. 6(a–c), the anti-phase relationship was dominated. Similar pattern could be observed in Fig. 9, in which the
phase changes in the regions that were significant were
dominated with the in-phase relations between LE and
precipitation, whereas anti-phase relations were explored
between LE and PAR, T and VPD in Fig. 6(d–f). These phase
changes were related to the time lag between cropland atmosphere fluxes exchange and rainfall events. Both carbon
absorption rate and water vapor transfer would be lowed as a
response to the influences of precipitation. Wavelet coherence
showed that in 25–45 DAS and 65–80 DAS there were two
regions with highest coherency peaks at the 1- to 4-day band
(Figs. 10 and 11). These regions correspond to the significant
period of low fluxes exchange and great amount of precipitation. Therefore, it can be said that intra-seasonal oscillations in

Fig. 11 – Wavelet coherence (WTC) of water vapor flux (LE) and daily precipitation.
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Fig. 12 – Day-to-day variations water vapor (a) and CO2 fluxes
(b).

both water and carbon exchange were influenced not only by
PAR, T and VPD, but also by rainfall events.

6.

Conclusion and discussion

Long time continuous records of mass and energy fluxes as well
as the concurrent meteorological forces such as air temperature
(T), photosynthetically active radiation (PAR), soil volumetric
water content (W) ect were available with the eddy covariance
technique in the recent years, which make it possible to explore
the characteristics of fluxes exchange between the biosphere and
atmosphere as well as their phase relations with variables such
as PAR, T, VPD ect.. Most investigators have treated their data
with plots of times series or inferred temporal dynamics of mass
and energy exchange (esp. CO2 exchange), indirectly, by examining long-term records of CO2 concentration (e.g. Braswell et al.,
1997; Randerson et al., 1999).For this study, daily variations of CO2
and water vapor fluxes was profiled in Fig. 12. However, the daily
and seasonality of water and carbon exchange fluxes variability
or regime shifts have not been fully clarified and it impossible to
examine or induce the temporal fluctuations of fluxes densities
occur on numerous time scales and evaluate complex temporal
patterns that may be exhibited in long time series.
Fourier analysis of long time series of carbon dioxide and
water vapor exchange accomplished by Baldocchi et al. (2001)
revealed information on time scales of variance and covariance in the records of CO2 and water vapor exchange that was
not readily detectable by examining their time series. However, the wavelet analysis is more flexible and applicable
because it is able to describe a time series in time-frequency
terms, which provides an opportunity to determine the
dominant modes of the signal as well as their time evolution.
Moreover, it offers easier detection of short duration events in

large series. Continuous wavelet analysis is, therefore, a better
signal transformation than the Fourier transforms in analyzing fluxes exchange trends. It will be used to examine patterns
of fluxes and the environmental influencing factors over
multiple time scales, and particularly, other mother wavelet
functions (e.g., Daubechies, 1992; Rao and Bopardikar, 1998)
could be tested for reconstruction and denoting of the fluxes
signals in our following study.
Wavelet power relations and phase relations between
intra-seasonal fluxes exchange over the crop field and the
meteorological variables were relatively stable in the longer
periods (N16- to 32-day band), and were relatively unstable in
the shorter periods (mainly in b2- to 4-day band), demonstrating that from the viewpoint of longer periods, both CO2 and
water vapor fluxes were regulated by the moderate slowly
evolution of LAI. During shorter periods, however, CO2 and
water vapor fluxes were not only impacted by rainfall events,
but also by other meteorological factors, like PAR, T and VPD.
However, there are still mechanisms that are not well understood concerning the different phase relationships between
fluxes exchange and these factors. The phase relation
between fluxes exchange and meteorological or biological
factors were changing in multi-time scales. However, the
discussion of mechanism between fluxes exchange and these
factors is out of the scope of the current research. The research
results of this paper present apparent opportunities for
temporal resolution of fluxes and phase relations with the
meteorological forces. Results of this study provide valuable
information for improving the long-term forecasting of water
vapor and CO2 fluxes using their relationship with the key
meteorological forces. Further study will be performed on
possible temporal changes of fluxes as responses to extreme
rainfall events over the cropland.
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